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ABSTRACT 

This paps explores the use of discreteevent simulation 
for the design and control of physical protection systems 
for fixed-site fiicilities housing items of signiticant 
value. It bgins by discussing several modeling and 
simulation activities currently performed in designing 
and analyzing these protedon systems and then 
discusses capabilities that desigddysis tools should 
have. The remaindm of the article then discusses in 
detail how some of these new capabilities have been 
implemented in software to achieve a prototype design 
and analysis ml. The simulation software technology 
provides a communications mechanism between a 
Nnning simulation and one or more external programs. 
In the prototype security analysis tool, these capabilities 
are used to facilitate human-m-theloop inmuion and 
to support a real-time connection to a virtual reality (VR) 
model of the facility beiig analyzed. This simulation 
tool can be used for both training (in real-time mode) 
and Eacility analysis and design (in fast mode). 

1 GENERALPROBLEM 

This paper examines the problem of designing and 

site facilities against intnrsions by external tbreats as 
well as unauthwized acts by insiders. To function 
properly, these systems must first detect the adversary 
act, delay the progres of the advexsary, and respond 
(typically with guatds) to the mtrusicm or act. 

include detewining how well these functions work 
alone and in combination. For the purposes of this 
papex, we will dif€mentiate between analysis functions 
and design functions by stating that analysis looks at the 

analyLing physical d i t y  systems that protect fixed- 

Proper design and/or analysis of these sysmns 
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effectiveness of existing systems while design consists 
of creating new systems or modifying existing systems. 

The following four modeling and simulation s t e p  
are currently performed as part of this design/analysis 
process: 

1. Determining the performance of Werent detection 
and delay features, such as sensors and locks and 
entry control procedures, against the adversary (in 
terms of how they can be defeated, or the time or 

2. Determining whether alanniassessukent systems and 
entry control networks operate quickly and reliably 
enough to allow the guard face to determine that a 
security response shouldbe starte& 

3. Dewmining whether thete is enough delay built 
into the physical proteaion system, once the 
adversary has been detected, to aUow the response 
team to intenupt - that is, arrive m time to COnfrMLt 
- the adversary. 

4. Determmm . g how capable the response forces are at 
defeating the adversary in a We, if one ensues, 
taking into account the numbers of mbaiants on 
both sides, their weapons, tactics, and other factors. 

probability of detection involved in defeating them). 

The first two analysis steps consist of inspecting the 
actual or designed system and performing or reviewing 
perfmance tests. Examples of perf-ce tests 
incluk trying to see if testax with falsebadges can pass 
through entry control points, conducting explosive 
attacks on doors, recording the processing times and 

sensors, and petforming limited exercises to dewmine 
response force times. ?%toricalIy, physical prokxticm 
systems have been simple enough that inteaactions 
between subsystems did not need to be modeled. In 
those areas where systems had some mteaacfions - such 

aperatcs decisions for simulated morusicpls tlum@ 
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as perimeter alarm sensing and assessment - actual 
installations of the equipment were often used to 
investigate these issues. Where systems were being 
designed, this often meant that physical test beds had to 
be built an site. 

The ]attea two analysis steps determine how 
effectively the physical security system protects against 
the adversary. The third step produces a number of 
attack scenarim that stress detection and delay in the 
system. These scenarios, either identified by expert 
judgement or optimal path algorithms, are then played 
out in human-in-the-loop combat simulations to evaluate 
how effective response tactics and weapons are, if 
response occurs early enough. 

Relative Cost 
per scensrio 
of Analysis 

the probability that detection occurs early enough that 
the response can intercept the adversary within the 
response force time). These tools incorporate simple 
analytical models that use point estimates of detection 
probabilities, delay times, and response force time. On 
the other hand, we use Ehirly detailed human-in-theloop 
combat simulations to address response issues. 

Table 1 lists 6 levels of analysis realisn that can be 
used for performing security analysis. The term 
"Detailed performance models" for detectian and delay 
models mentioned at level 3 can range &om time- 
dependent parametric models to physics-based models of 
sensors or barriers. Table 2 compares the relative cost 
of each level of analysis realism. 

Figure 1: Comparison of Level of Analysis Realism and Cost-Per Scenario of Analysis for Existing Security 
Analytical Tools and Human-ix~-theLoop Simulations 

Figure 1 shows, qualitatively, the relationship 
between cost of analysis per scenario examined and level 
of analysis realism for analysis tools we curreutly use for 
steps 3 and 4 of the desigrdanalysis process. By "cost of 
analysis" we mean primarily the manpower costs 
involved with colleuing site infosmatcm, entering it into 
analysis databases, modeling/simulating the scenario, 
and documenting the results. Analysis realisn refers to 
how much of the detail of the actual system performauce 
is realistically moorpcKated in the model (this is defined 
in more detail below). Low-detaiI tools, such as SAVI - 
systematic Analysis of vulnmbility to IntT3lsicm - 
described m Mam (1988), are used d d g  step 3 to 
identify the paths with the lowest estixnate of probability 
of intemption. (Robability of interruption is defined as 

Due to the complexity of the problem, analytical 
security models such as SAVI stop at level 1 &tail. 
Smith ef aL (1998) also describe a level 1 analysis 
method using the simulaticm model described in this 
paper. At the other end of the specrrmn, currently used 
combat simulations fhll at levels 5 or 6. That is, the 
combat simulations are driven primarily by human 
participants. This laves a gap of several layers of 
analysis realism that have not been adequately 
addressed. These levels can be covered imrnectly now 
by eithex attempting to alter the data for simple 
analytical tools to tq to approximate the problem, 
performing what are called "table-top' anaiyses using 
experts, or using the level 5 or 6 simulation tools - and 
valuable human player time - to address the questions. 



- Table 1: Levels of Analysis Detail 

Level Type of Model Level of Detail of Detection and Delay Models How Guard-Adversary Combat is 
Modeled 

1 Analytical Parameters set using point estimates and/or Point estimates of Response Force 

2 Analytical Parameters set using distributions based on Distributions for Response Force Time 

3 stochastic Detailed performance models including Node Adjacency models- if guards, at 

(point estimates) aggregated values Time 

(stochastic) tests andor uncertainty 

simulations with 
simple models varying performance 

interaction bemeen security features and time- node i, sexdare seen by adversaries at 
node j, what is the probability guards 
win the ensuing wnfi-ontation? 

behavior of security and/or adversary 
4 stochastic Detailed performance models including Computerized agents represent the 

simulations 
using agents gperf onnance personnel. 

simulations 
usmg human varyingperfonnance simulation. 
commanders 

simulations 
using human varying performance simulation. 
participants 

interaction between security features and time 

5 stochastic Detailed performance models including Humans play the role of security or 
interaction between security features and time- adversary commanders in the 

6 Stochastic Detailed performance models including Humans play the role of specific 
interaction between security features and time- security or adversary personnel in the 

Table 2: Relative Costs/Pa Scenario for Bch  Level of Analysis Detail 

Level 
1 

2 

3 - 4  

5 

6 

Type of Model 
Analytical (point estimates) 

Analytical (stochastic) 

Stochastic simulations with simple 
models andor automated agents 

Cost/Scenario of Analysis 
Very low - use classical optimization techniques to find an 
answer without explicitly addressing each scenario 
Low - individual scenarios are quickly analyzed but more 
scenarios need to be examined to find optimal ones 
Moderate: Replications of each option need to be performed, 
with each replication modeling more details than the analytical 
models. May run faster than real time if run m a ‘btch” mode or 
in real-time ifanalyst/minee interacts with system. 
High: Several (2+) human players must be involved in 
performing each replication of each scenario in essentially real- 
time. 
Vesy High: Up to dozens of human playas must be involved in 
perfarming each replication of each scenario in essentially real- 

Stochastic simulations with humans 
serving as commanders 

Stochastic simulations with humans 
serving as participants 

There are several valuable analysis questions that 
can best be addressed with tools covering these 
inmediate levels of detail (levels 24): 

0 Question: What is the value of detection by roving 
guards and area surveiflance systems that are more 
complex than the line sensors used in the past? In 
some cases, a physics-based model of system 

performance may be required to fully evaluate these 
systems. ”here are also questions of where to place 
these sensors m two- or three-dun . ensiooal 
en\ritonments that don’t arise when designing 
pe.rimet.er systems - either you alarm the entire 
pe.rimeter or you don’t 
Question: How do we model cases where we want 
to see the effect of detailed scenario factors, sucfi as 
weight of equipment adversaries are canying, tbe 
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number of adversaries attacking a barrier or 
sneaking past a sensor, or the uncertainty in the 
results due to limited testing? 
Question: What is the effect on timeliness of the 
response of Wars that may merely slow the 
response down - such as command and control 
problems or adversary diversions - without taking 
account (yet) for combat between the response and 
advexsaries? In some of these cases, the response 
may not arrive m time so the ability to model 
combat is superfluous. 
Training nee& € b w  can aresponse commander be 
trained to make use of alarm system data to quickly 
close m cn and engage adversary forces without 
having to perform a level 5 or 6 analysis? 

Having identified a need for a new design and 
analysis sty, we will now discuss a protot& tool 
developed for providing these level 2-4 capabilities. 

2 APPROACEI TO THE PROBLEM 

This research grew out of a realization that the security 
modeling requirements for levels 1-3 of analysis detail, 
that focus on detection and delay, could be met by an 
adaptation of a real-time simulation originally developed 
for controuing flemile manufacturing systems (Drake 
and Smith, 1995; Peters et aL, 1996). 

The general concept of using real-time simulation 
for manufactlrring involves developing a single 
simulation model for analysis as well as shop floor 
control thus reducing software development costs. Like 
the mannfacarring simulations, simulations of security 

systems require several levels of detail and may, in some 
cases, need to interact with adual security system 
components. The detail level can range from the entire 
sysm being simulated to the entire system being real. 
The development of separate software logic for all levels 
of detail causes duplication of effort and nates 
dfiwlty in maintaining consistency. Building on the 
previous research in the manufacturing control domain 
that led to the development of hem R T ~ ,  this resear& 
extends the concept of single simulation logic for 
analysis and control to security systems simulation. 

After the initial development of the simulation- 
based SBCuTity system, it became apparent that the Arena 
RT-based system could also be extended to cover level 4 
of analysis detail. Following is a brief overview of the 
simulation system that was developed for this purpose. 
Additional details about the simulation and the level 1-3 
analyses see Smith et al. (1998). 

3 SIMULATION DESCRIPTION 

In the security simulation the facility layout is modeled 
as a graph. The nodes of the graph represent points 
along paths and positions of security features (doors, 
portals, gates, etc). Often there are 02 more s e a m  
installed on or around these security features (e-g., 
motion detectors, cameras, etc.). Arcs connecting nodes 
represent paths. For example, a corridor in a building 
can be modeled using two nodes (one for each end of the 
carida) and an arc joining the two nodes. The security 
features associated with each node determine the delay 
time and detection probbiity at that location. For 
example, a node representing a door would have a time 
associated with opening the (potentially locked) door 
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Figure 2 Entity logic for the intruder detection simulation 



and a probability of this actionbeing detected by an 
installed sensor. Each arc has a defay time based on the 
travel time betweea the locations represented by the 
connected nodes. The response team and the intruder 
behavim determine the travel paths. As the simulation 
progress, intruder entities and guard entities move 
through the building graph and intaact with one another. 
Events ocux probabilisticaUy when entities (intruders 
and guards) arrive at nodes. Events include deteaion, 
intenuption, and neutralization. 

The simulation logic is quite straightforwatd, since 
much of the processing is performed in the VBA code. 
Figure 2 illusnates the logic as entities move through the 
system. Entities move from node to node through the 
gmph, incurring the corresponding node and arc delays. 
U p  arrival at a node, the simulation checks for 
detection by sensors and/or guardadvexsay 
intermptions. When intruders oc guards are neutralized 
or when intrudeas rea& the target, the corresponding 
entities are destroyed. 

3.1 EntityBehavior 

In a real security application, the intruded goal can be 
simply to reach the target (e.g., where sabotage is the 
objective) or can be to retrieve the target and escape 
(e.g., where theft is the objective). The guards' goal is to 
neutralize the intruders. When intruder and guard 
entities come into con~d with one mother (called 
interruptwn), a W e  ensues. The result of the battle is 
either neutralization of the intruder, neutrafizafion of the 
guard, neutralization of both, orneuhalizatian of neither. 
Xntermption and battle outcome are probabilistic events 

based on the location of the two associatsd entities. The 
simulation model tracks the probability that intruders are 
d&z&d, the probability that intruders are neutralized, 
and the expected time remining before the intrude? 
reaches the target when neutrahation ouaxrs. These 
~ o r m a n c e  metria are used to evaluate the seunity 
system design. 

Although the simulation logic is sttaightfarward 
implmating entities' behaviors within the simulation 
framework has proven to be quite inmesting. In the 
manufzuming cuntrol models on which the security 
models arebased, part routes are determined in advance 
and can be changed at the discretion of the shop floor 
umtrol system. The analogous behavior far mtruder 
entities is for them to follow a b e d  path through the 
facility graph. Similarly, for guard entities, the 
analogous behavior is to either follow a fixed path to the 
target upon inmdea detection, or to follow a preset 
"patrol" through the facility, 

Behaviors become even more mmesting when 
entities interact with me  another. Far example, if an 
intruder sees a guard, me logical behavior would be to 
exit the hcility (i.e., nm away). Similarly, taking the 
shortestpath to the location of a detection or chasing an 
intruder would be logical behaviors for the guard These 
types of behaviors have been implemented m the current 
version of the simulation. Cooperative behaviors (where 
multiple guards a mtruders cooperate with one mother 
in order to meet an objective) represent the next level of 
canplexity. Cooperative behaviors have not yet beea 
implemented in the simulation system. 

For simple behaviors, entity routes can easily be 
handled using the SEQUENCES element in the Arena 

Access VBA Arena VB Guard Console 

sensor stat- 

locations 
InpltData entity 

b b Network Layout Simulation 
Intruder Paths Model Console 

Sensor Characteristics movement Experimental Design 

Guard 
t 

Entity seosorcmfigurations 4 - 
Mode' 

instructions 
Entity locations and 
states,sensorstates 

VirtualReality 
sys- 

Figure 3: Simulation structure 



modeling language. However, m cxder to implement 
more complex behaviors, entity routes are determined 
manually in a VBA Mock rather than using the 
traditional SEQUENCES elmeat This allows 
arbitrarily complex and dynamic routing logic to be 
used. For exampie, a sbortest path alga-ithm can be 
used to find an egress path kom the current node if the 
inmdcx is trying to escape -being detected 

Figure 3 shows the structure of the current 
simulation system. As shown on the left side of the 
simulation block in Rgure 3, the network IayouC initial 
mauder paths, and sensor information are stored in an 
Access database. This information is read m the VBA 
blocks through DAO (data access objects) links. 'Ibis 
allows us to easily a&se the facility data in &ex 
design and analysis applications. Peters et aL (1996), 
Smith et al. (1998), and Petea-s and Smith (1998) provide 
a complete description of this integration between Arena 
and Acsms. 

By inuqorabn g the real-time communication features 
of Arm RT, the simulation system can begin to move to 
level 5 analysis. At this level, humans play the role of 
''commanW for the guards, the adversaries, or both. 
The system structure for the real-time component is 
shown on the right side of the simulation block in figure 
3. The Guard Console provides a graphical view of the 
hcility and displays real-time sensor state and entity 
location information. The simulation updam this 
infcmmion on a userdefined intavaL In addition, the 
human commander can instruct entities to move to 
specified locations represented by nodes in the fhcility 
graph These instructions are sent to the simulation 
&rough the VBA code responsible for routing entities. 
When an entity mently located at node i is instructed 
to go to nodej? the VBA ccde determines the shortest 
path between nodes i and j and implements the path as 
the mtity's route. 

The level 5 analysis in this ccxltext is useN m 
several ways. The system can be used to analyze the 
system performance under the control of experienced 
amnand personnel providing for veay complex (even 
mojwrative) behavior. The system can be used as a 
sirnulatar in training exercises where the goal is to train 
command and control persoanel. In addition, the system 
can be used to identify and formalize ccanmand and 
cxmtrol behaviors that can be later coded and included as 

. part of the level 3 4  analyses. 

3 3  Integration with a VR System 

In addition to the guard m o l e  connection, the 
simulation system also integrates with a virtual rMity 
(VR) system, providing the ability for non-analysts to 
visualize scenatios run in the simulation. ?he simulation 
model sends entity location and state and sensor state 
infoamation to the VR system thtough a network 
connection on a userdefined interval (typically once per 
second). The VR system uses this mformation to 
dynamically reader the virtual mviroplment and avatars. 
The anrent implmatation provides for "3"' paa~" 
viewing of the sinnulation m the VR environment. That 
is, people can move through the virtual environment and 
o h e  inmk and guards. Future work in this area 
will focus on allowing mmactim with the running 
simulatim through the VR envirommlt. That is, a 
peason will be able to "play" an intruder or guard in the 
virtual mvirmmt 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

?his paper describes the use of a discrete event 
simulation-based model for the design and control of 
physical protection systems. The system bridges the gap 
in the levels of analysis detail that exists in ament 
security analysis tools. The key technology is the ability 
to have a cmmuni&ons mechanisn bemeen a nmning 
simulation and one or more extemal programs. A 
prototype security analysis tool was developed to allow 
human-in-theloop interaction and to support a real-time 
connection to a virtual reality (VR) model of the hcility 
being analyzed. This simulation tool is used for both 
Gcility analysis and design (in fast mode) and guard and 
supervisor training (inreal-timemode). 
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